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Atlanta Hawks: Assistant GM Dave Pendergraft on the draft
11:43 am June 17, 2012, by Michael Cunningham

Hawks general manager Rick Sund gives much of the responsibility for the NBA draft to assistant GM Dave 

Pendergraft and director of basketball operations Mike McNieve. 

Some excerpts from Pendergraft’s chat with reporters:

On having lots of open roster spots:

“That’s what I tell the [draft-eligible] players. Come July 1 we will have only six guys under contract. In a perfect 

world our 23rd pick becomes a rotational player and our 43rd pick will be talented enough to join our roster. 

That’s the best-case scenario. We feel like we will be able to get a good player at both positions.”

On chances of getting rotational-quality player with 23rd pick:

“That’s our hope. At 23 there are some guys that have potential and you have to wait on it and then there are 

several guys that might not have as much potential but you can put them in the game the first two or three 

years, whether it is four-year players or physically they are more mature. It’s just going to depend on who’s 

there. We would like to get a player that can come in and play for us next year.”

On if the potential 2013 free agency of Josh Smith and Zaza Pachulia will influence the selection:

“You always look to the future on the decisions you make. But rarely where you are picking where we are 

picking do you take a player on positioning. You take the best player, the best talent you can get at that time. 

You always look to the future and [if] there are two players that are basically equal talent and you feel just as 

good about then maybe you will look to the future and maybe for the organization this is the right thing to do. 

Not every year is the same. The decision that we make the last week in Thursday, it will be well thought out 

with [consideration of] the six players that we have [under contract], free agency in mind and the best player 

that we feel like is left on the board.”

On which college skills and production are good predictors of NBA success:

“Shooting and rebounding. Generally if you shoot well in college that’s an NBA skill that comes to the next 

level. And if you rebound the ball well in college that’s generally a skill that comes with you as well.”

On building a roster for summer league:

“We are an attractive destination just because of our roster spot. We’ve got some of the better players that 

were in the D-League last year. Statistically, they were some of the better players. We are going to wait and 

hold a couple spots to see who falls through the cracks in the draft like we always do. The good thing about 

this year’s summer program is there is a lot of interest in it.”

On if Sergiy Gladyr will join the summer league team:
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“We don’t know yet. Pape Sy will. We will play him at a different position in the past. We experimented with 

moving him to the point but the learning curve wasn’t fair for him and his natural position is probably a two. We 

are going to bring him over and he will be involved with us this summer. Sergei, we don’t know. We are going 

back and forth with his agent. He has made strides in the ACB. But is he ready? We are not looking for future 

prospects in our summer program this year. In the past we said, ‘Let’s just bring him in and watch him for 10 

days and maybe down the road there will be a future.’ Well, there is some urgency in our summer league this 

year because of the roster spots. That being said, Sergei may be two or three years down the road and maybe 

next summer will be the best opportunity for him.”

On if he can say which players have committed to the summer league team:

“Not yet because still holding a couple spots. We will release that when we get it solidified, which we think will 

be 24 hours after the draft. The bad news is none of our Hawk players are playing. Most teams have two or 

three of their guys in Vegas playing and we will have all rookies.”

On the predraft workout process:

“Usually we want to keep the last week of draft open. But because of scheduling conflict we go into the last 

week and have Monday and Tuesday of draft week open. That’s the unusual thing this year as opposed to the 

last three years. I think our numbers will be up because, although we’ve seen a lot of players at the New 

Jersey combine and the Minnesota combine, we wanted to be sure that the No. 23 pick would at least come to 

Atlanta at some point and time. So to facilitate the workout and including our 43rd pick our numbers are 

probably a little higher than usual.”

On how workout groupings are decided:

“It’s totally the availability of the players. We are not a lottery team so there are probably a pool of 15 players 

that teams are picking where we are will bring [them] in. Most of the workouts are coming after the predraft 

camp. You try to match up guard to guard and big to big and then a combination of both. . . . You try to make it 

that way but there are things you can’t control, the players can’t control, the agents can’t control. It’s hard to 

make it work out. ”

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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